LAND-SAILOR
by DANIEL BEERSTECHER

LAND-SAILOR
The desert, the sea, lonesome landscapes or simply the view from a
mountain’s peak. Vastness, the vastness in which your view is not disturbed
I`HU`[OPUNHUK`V\ÄUKUV[OPUN[VMVJ\ZVUOHZHS^H`ZMHZJPUH[LKTL
Surrounded by nature’s forces you realize your true size, social problems
become less important, your own horizon is broadened and the things that
absorb you in your everyday life and seem important for survival, become
less important. Whoever has been seized by this longing for freedom, vastness and silence, can’t get it out of his head....
For my next art project I am going to travel into the vastness of Patagonia.
/LYL0OVWL[VÄUKWLYTHULU[^PUKTVZ[VM[OL[PTLMYVTHZV\[OZV\[OLHZ[LYUKPYLJ[PVU^OPJOPUJVUULJ[PVU^P[O[OLWSHPUHWWHYLU[S`PUÄUP[L
scenery along the coast and in the pampas, will provide me with the ideal
condition for my plan. I will leave in the best, as windiest, time of the year in
the short Patagonian summer, two months on the go will follow!
With a sailing boat which has been equipped with wheels I am going to
sail across the country on the country road E3 and on small lonesome side
streets from the south of Patagonia which is nearly unsettled across the
pampas northward towards civilization. Only powered by the force of the
wind, I will be completely dependent on this element. In contrast to sailing
on water it is not possible for me to cruise against the wind on the street.
The direction of the wind has to be the right one to make headway. I will
have to sit out a calm or headwind, always hoping that the next wind will
soon make amends for it.

Thus, I will proceed northwards according to wind, course of roads and
weather, aiming at Buenos Aires. I will go as far as the wind becomes a
IYLLaL[VV^LHR[VWV^LY[OLIVH[VYJP]PSPaH[PVUYLWYLZLU[LKI`[YHMÄJ
SPNO[ZHUKWV^LYSPULZV]LY[OLZ[YLL[ZVYHIPNNLYHTV\U[VM[YHMÄJVY[YHMÄJ
policeman will make my underpinning impossible...
As a result of this trip I will produce a video installation on several channels
integrating my real, converted sailing boat.

THE FINANCING
To be able to realize this project, 30,000 € are necessary. This sum consists of material sponsorship (16.000€) and crowd funding (14.000€):
13.500,- € for the sailing boat, rebuilding it and transport
ÁMVYÄSTWYVK\J[PVUHUKWVZ[WYVK\J[PVU
3.500,- € Collagen for collages (photograph development andshipping)

CROWDFUNDING
Everybody who likes the idea can support me according to his or her means and possibilities. Besides that, it is about gaining a bit more freedom with your help. According to
each sum every supporter receives a service in return:
light air, 1-19€ ( >24US$)
You like what i do and i like that. A lot of Karma-scores for you!
light breeze, 20€ (25US$)
@V\^PSSILUHTLKHUK[OHURLKVUT`^LIWHNLHUKPU[OLJYLKP[ZVM[OLÄST;OPZ^PSS
HSZVIL[OLJHZLMVY[OVZL^OVÄUHUJLJVSSHNLZVYWVZ[JHYKZ
close to the wind, 40€ (50US$)
You will recieve a photo as a postcard from Patagonia shot by the artist.
gentle breeze, 80€ (100US$)
You will receive a self-made postcard from Patagonia, created in the evening after a
long day of sailing or during the wait in a calm.

a milestone on my way, 5.800€ (7.500US$)
@V\^PSSNL[HZLYPLZVMÄULHY[WYPU[ZVM[OLZHPSPUNIVH[PU7H[HNVUPHZOV[I`[OLHY[PZ[
+ 1 collages* 24x16in (60x40cm), edition: 3 + 1 AP.

sunshine, 150€ (200US$)
@V\^PSSYLJPL]LHÄULHY[WYPU[_PU_JTVM[OLZHPSPUNIVH[PU7H[HNVUPHZOV[
I`[OLHY[PZ[;OLX\HU[P[`VM[OLLKP[PVUPZPUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLU\TILYVMZ\WWVY[LYZ^OV
decide on the photo.

wind in your sails, 12.000€ (15.000US$)
you may co-sail with me one week at the end of March.

fresh wind in my sails, 230€ (300US$)
@V\NL[HJVSSHNL_PU_JT;OLX\HU[P[`VM[OLLKP[PVUPZPUÅ\LUJLKI`[OL
number of supporters who decide on the collage.
sailing weather, 750€ (1.000US$)
@V\HJX\PYLJVSSHNLÄULHY[WYPU[VM[OLZHPSPUNIVH[PU7H[HNVUPHZOV[I`[OL
artist* 24x16in (60x40cm), edition: 7 + 1 AP
wind in my back, 1.800€ (2.300US$)
You acquire a big collage* 60x16in (150x40cm), edition: 3 + 1 AP.

next project with you, 30.000€ (40.000US$)
ou may start an art trip to the country of your choice together with the artist. The plan
for the art trip is worked out together
;OLJVSSHNLZ ÄULHY[WYPU[Z^PSSILKLSP]LYLKHM[LY[OLZHPSPUN[YPW0M[OLWYVQLJ[ZOV\SK
not take place due to unknown reasons, I will guarantee that you get back your money
instead of the art works. An early failure of the project in Patagonia is not implied here.
To every supporter it is guaranteed that the provided means are only used for this
restricted purpose. If need be, I am happy to send you a detailed cost calculation of the
project.

FURTHER NEEDS:
Who would like to support me otherwise, can get in touch with me directly (contact see
below).
In addition to the crowd funding, further sponsors are needed to gain the entire required
material. Moreover, there is the possibility to get engaged with the project, to offer
know-how or to take part organizationally. The expenses can be considerably lowered
thereby. This engagement will be paid with postcards and collages, too. The following
support is searched for right now:
- shipment of the sailing boat: does somebody know a lot about prices, containers
and duty regulations for products shipped to Argentina? Personal contacts with
international forwarding agencies and shipping company would be very helpful
- we search for a fold-up bicycle as „a dinghy“. If somebody has a functioning one,
I would be very grateful

- translations: the plan is to be translated into good Spanish.
- who is in touch with Argentinian art facilities, curators, institutions, etc. to support
[OLWYVQLJ[¶HUVMÄJPHSSL[[LYVMHIPNPUZ[P[\[PVUJV\SK[\ULHJY\Z[`WVSPJLTHUTVYL
leniently...
- generally exhibition possibilities for this project
- tips and contacts with material sponsors and supporters
- press contacts to help the project to more publicity
- redirecting this concept to friends and colleagues, to all that might enjoy this
project.
I hope that it will be possible to realize this project with your help and support!

@V\ÄUKM\Y[OLYPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[T`^VYRVUT`^LIWHNL!
www.danielbeerstecher.com
Criticism and suggestions are always welcome.
I am looking forward to hearing from you!
Kind regards

CONTACT:
daniel.beerstecher@gmx.de
Bachstrasse 8
71364 Winnenden
Skypename: der-wandere

Postbank München
Kontonr.: 726869805
BLZ: 70010080
IBAN: DE53700100800726869805
BIC: PBNKDEFF

SHOWCASE PROJECTS

With this project I am referring to two of my former works. They are based on similar
X\LZ[PVUZHZ[OLNP]LUL_HTWSLZ^PSSZOV^@V\JHUÄUKM\Y[OLY^VYRVUT`^LIWHNL!

www.danielbeerstecher.com

OUTDOOR-MOBIL
2010 | photos, slide show| 6:40 min
On a small, converted truck I hit the road to Rimini. The loading area of the truck has been
[YHUZMVYTLKPU[VHU6\[KVVY4VIPS^P[OHYLHSSH^UI\ZOLZH[LU[HUKHÄYLWSHJL^OPJO
one can all together set up into a wild natural camping area immediately. The slide show
presents the course of my 10-day trip over the Passo del San Gottardo to the Lago di
Como and further to the beaches of Rimini, as well as the way back via Venice and the
7HZZVKLS)YLUULYV;OPZYLÅLJ[Z[OLJSHZZPJHSOVSPKH`P[PULYHY`[V0[HS`[OH[THU`.LYTHUZ
chose during the times of the wirtschaftswunder, the so-called economic miracle of the
1950s.

SAND AM MEER
2010 | video | 31:20 min
0JYVZZLK[OL:HOHYHKLZLY[KYLZZLKPUHZ\YMLYZV\[Ä[HUKJHYY`PUNHZ\YMIVHYK\UKLYT`
arms. For half an hour one can watch me trying to come closer and closer towards the
sea. The desert inhabitants who I meet are asked to tell me the way. Through the photographs that tell a story and the especially composed music a certain dense atmosphere
MVY[OPZHIZ\YKQV\YUL`PZJYLH[LK^OPJOPUP[PH[LZYLÅLJ[PVUHSZVVM[OLTLKP\TÄSTP[ZLSM0[
is a cinematographic picture story between movie, art and performance.

